A legacy of integrity.
The Exterior Portfolio® brand of Royal
Building Products is recognized as the
category leader in innovative exterior
design products and tools for remodelers,
contractors, architects, builders and
homeowners. Exterior Portfolio is
synonymous with category innovations
like CraneBoard® Solid CoRe Siding,®
Portsmouth™ Shake and Shingles and
Architectural Essentials™ trim and
accessories as well as cutting-edge
marketing tools like the Dream Designer®
online visualizer tool and Dream Designer
Boards. Through Royal Building Products,
the Exterior Portfolio brand continues to
bring to market exterior design innovations
that make a confident and creative statement.

For more design inspiration, visit
www.ExteriorPortfolio.com
Find us on Facebook.

1441 Universal Road
PO Box 1058
Columbus, OH 43216
800.366.8472

Innovators to the core.
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INSULATED

SIDING

ASTM D7793 & D6864/D7251

®

Window & Door Trim

Accents to make your home complete.
Distinctive finishing details give a home a final touch of craftsmanship.
Depending on the effect you’re going for, they can provide clean contrast

5" and 3.5" Window
Lineal

Window Crown Molding

or matching harmony. Solid CoRe™ Architectural Essentials™ Accessories
give you a wide selection of architectural accents, from a decorative threepiece corner post system to stately crown molding. Most Architectural
Essentials Accessories are available in the same Smart Styles™ color palettes
as CraneBoard.® All are engineered to fit smoothly with any CraneBoard

Windowsill Lineal

Integral Window Trim

Window Crown Molding, Windowsill Lineal, and Integral
Window Trim are only available in Aspen White, Country Beige
and Clay.

Corners

design style you choose.

smart styles
expressions

For a decorative 3-piece corner system, combine
the corner connector with any of the window styles.

3-Piece Corner System

Espresso

Regatta

Nutmeg

Graphite

Olive

Slate

Stratford Blue

Lighthouse Red

5.5" Corner Post

Decorative Trim

smart styles

Finish Board

Crown Molding

Clean styling makes an extraordinary statement.

Harbor Blue

Country Beige

Wheat

Aspen White

Cypress

Pearl

Mocha

Saddle

Clay

Honey Oak

Bone

Greystone

Rye

Driftwood

Desert

CraneBoard 6, CraneBoard 7 and CraneBoard
Board & Batten are available in all 23 colors.

Give your home a classic, crisp-looking exterior with CraneBoard® 6. It’s the 21st century version
of a time-tested surface that works in beautiful harmony with accents of stone, shake and board &
batten, or can be used to cover an entire façade with smooth integrity. The triple-width, insulated span
bridges structural imperfections for a flawless appearance. The milled cedargrain texture, straight
face and deep shadows of the 6" profile give your house a solid, authentic presence.
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Architectural Essentials Accessories are available
in up to 18 colors depending on the product style.
Exterior Portfolio® is more than beautiful, long lasting exterior products for
your home. We believe in a sustainable future for everyone. For you, this
means a home made from environmentally preferred materials. For us, it
means cladding products offering benefits such as durability and low
maintenance. All of our products provide a long service life that requires
no harmful finishes. Because our commitment to the environment stretches
from our home to yours, we engineer sustainable benefits into our product
development process through innovations such as our Smart Track ™
moisture management system and our Solid CoRe™ insulation. To learn
more, please visit www.ExteriorPortfolio.com.
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CraneBoard® 6

CraneBoard® 7

Works in beautiful
harmony with accents of
stone, shake and board
& batten.

A tried and true choice
for a variety of
architectural styles.

CraneBoard 6 Performance Features

CraneBoard 7 Performance Features

Authentic, straight-face design with hand-milled cedargrain beauty

Authentic, straight-face design with hand-milled cedargrain beauty

Smooth, locked edges, designed for “seamless” appearance

Smooth, locked edges, designed for “seamless” appearance

No Painting. No Scraping. True Maintenance Freedom!

No Painting. No Scraping. True Maintenance Freedom!

Neopor adds up to a 19% better R-value depending on profile

Neopor® adds up to a 19% better R-value depending on profile

Absorbs and reflects radiant heat with Neopor ®

Absorbs and reflects radiant heat with Neopor ®

Reduces thermal conductivity

Reduces thermal conductivity

®

®

®

200% stronger bond with our TXL Lamination Technology

200% stronger bond with our TXL™ Lamination Technology

64% greater impact resistance

64% greater impact resistance

Quiet! Reduces noise up to 45%

Quiet! Reduces noise up to 45%

Wind resistant up to 160 mph

Wind resistant up to 160 mph

Available in 23 colors

Available in 23 colors

Life of the Home Limited Warranty

Life of the Home Limited Warranty

™

Board & Batten

Architectural Essentials

Adds charm and
dimension to a
conventional façade.

Finishing details that give
your home a final touch
of craftsmanship.

Board & Batten Performance Features

Architectural Essentials Performance Features

Authentic, straight-face design with hand-milled cedargrain beauty

Natural, smooth look and feel

Smooth, locked edges, designed for “seamless” appearance

No Painting. No Scraping. True Maintenance Freedom!

No Painting. No Scraping. True Maintenance Freedom!

64% greater impact resistance

Neopor® adds up to a 19% better R-value depending on profile

Quiet! Reduces noise up to 45%

Absorbs and reflects radiant heat with Neopor

®

Reduces thermal conductivity
200% stronger bond with our TXL™ Lamination Technology
64% greater impact resistance
Quiet! Reduces noise up to 45%
Wind resistant up to 130 mph

Available in up to 18 colors depending on style
Life of the Home Limited Warranty

Beauty meets versatility.
The 7" clapboard plank is the tried-and-true choice for an infinite variety of architectural styles.
From the traditional Colonial to the most groundbreaking Contemporary design, CraneBoard® 7
can be used as both a starting point and an exciting accent. Its expansive, architecturally correct width
combines with a perfectly straight, deeply shadowed shape and hand-milled cedar finish. Add to this
design superiority a selection of expressive colors and it’s a distinctive option for any home.

Available in 23 colors
Life of the Home Limited Warranty
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Straighter. Stronger. Smarter.
• Only Solid CoRe™ backer foam has moisture
management ridges that provide space for ventilation.
•S
 olid CoRe Siding® is made with Neopor,®* from BASF SE,
that helps to absorb and reflect radiant heat.

Elements that add immeasurable impact.
Architecture has rhythm and flow. Adding the charm and dimension of rustic, cedargrain
CraneBoard® Board & Batten to a conventional façade offers a lively change in tempo. It can be the

• With Neopor,® the R-value of Solid CoRe Siding is up to
19% higher than standard insulated siding.
• Our exclusive TXL™ Lamination Technology provides greater
surface adhesion and that means over 200% more bond
strength between the siding and foam.

influential element of a number of popular homes styles, from Craftsman to Contemporary. In

• Only Solid CoRe Siding has 64% greater compression
strength, resulting in enhanced impact resistance.
• The tensile strength of Solid CoRe Siding is 40% higher
than standard insulated siding, which gives it a more
durable, just-installed appearance.
• Our denser Solid CoRe foam has 53% higher flexural
strength compared to standard insulated siding, which
means smoother, straighter walls.
• Solid CoRe Siding also reduces noise by up to 45%
so homeowners can enjoy peace and quiet while inside
their home.

addition to its exceptional weather resistance, as an accent or a theme, CraneBoard Board & Batten

• Better technology means a better warranty. Our Life of the

brings vitality and interest to design.

Home Limited Warranty, the only warranty of its kind, is
completely transferable to every subsequent owner.
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Greater adhesion coverage
*® = registered trademark of BASF SE
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